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The chemical composition of aerosol particles is crucial to understanding their

formation and evolution in the atmosphere. However, very limited information

is available for the chemical composition of ultrafine particles, particularly for

nanoclusters and newly formed particles, due to the lack of valid analytical

methods. This work reviews the online measurement techniques for

characterizing the chemical composition of atmospheric clusters and sub-

20 nm particles. The commonly used instrumentations are divided into two

categories: direct techniques based on mass spectrometry and indirect

measurement techniques mainly relying on the physical properties (e.g.,

hygroscopicity and volatility). The advantages of these techniques are

compared and their limitations in the lab and field application are

summarized. The combination of direct and indirect techniques is discussed,

and this may provide more comprehensive understanding of chemical

information of atmospheric clusters and particles. We propose that the

newly developing instrumentations are needed to improve the collection

efficiency for direct techniques, or the chemical resolution for indirect

techniques. Future development should focus on obtaining simultaneous

measurements of particle physical and chemical properties, which can be

helpful in improving the accuracy of modeling and the understanding of

particle formation and evolution.
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1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols play a significant role in altering the atmospheric radiative

balance by directly scattering the sunlight and indirectly participating in the cloud

formation process (IPCC, 2013). New particle formation (NPF) is a major source of

particle number concentration and contributes to around half of the cloud condensation
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TABLE 1 Summary of nucleation mechanisms in field measurement.

Nucleation mechanism Chemical composition Location Site type References

Binary H2SO4-H2O Mauna Loa Mountain Weber et al. (1999) a

Ternary H2SO4-NH3-H2O
Jungfraujoch Mountain Bianchi et al. (2016)

Queen Maud land Arctic Jokinen et al. (2018)

Amine involved H2SO4-amine-H2O
Shanghai Urban Yao et al. (2018)

Beijing Urban Yin et al. (2021)

Organic acids involved H2SO4-DMA-Diacids Pingyuan Rural Fang et al. (2020)

HOMs involved H2SO4-HOMs
Jungfraujoch Mountain Bianchi et al. (2016)

Hyytiälä Forest Rose et al. (2018)

Iodine oxides (I2O5)m(HIO3)n Mace Head Coastal Sipilä et al. (2016)

aRefer to gaseous H2SO4.

FIGURE 1
(A) Schematic of nanoparticle formation and growth. (B)Overview of the techniques that can retrieve chemical information of nanoclusters and
ultrafine particles (The techniques that have not been applied for particles in the sub-20 nm diameter range are not included). The fill colors for each
technique are used to show the time resolution. The shaded area by gridlines indicates the diameter range in which the techniques have not been
applied in field measurement. Technique abbreviations are listed in Appendix 1.
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nuclei (CCN) population (Merikanto et al., 2009; Merikanto

et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Gordon et al., 2017).

Atmospheric clusters (molecular aggregates from nucleation

with typical diameter around 1.5 nm) and nucleation mode

particles are important for the understanding of atmospheric

NPF events (Table 1; Kulmala et al., 2014; Kulmala et al., 2017;

Wang et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019). The sub-20 nm particles

(nucleation mode) dominate the particle number concentration

in most atmospheric conditions (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016;

Wang D. et al., 2020; Kontkanen et al., 2020). Besides, the

primary emission sources, such as combustion processes, e.g.,

vehicular exhaust (Rönkkö et al., 2017; Rönkkö and Timonen,

2019; Cai et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2020), residential solid fuel

combustion (Wang D. et al., 2020), also produce clusters and

sub-20 nm particles. Chemical composition of atmospheric

clusters and newly formed particles determine the

physicochemical properties and behaviors of larger particles

(Dusek et al., 2010). Therefore, it is crucial to understand the

chemical features of aerosol particles, especially for the

atmospheric clusters and sub-20 nm particles.

A number of techniques have been developed to analyze

the chemical composition of clusters and nanoparticles in the

lab and field measurements. Chen et al. (2020) and Peng et al.

(2022) reviewed the analytical techniques which are mainly

used to investigate new particle formation and growth

mechanisms. Traditional techniques collect size-resolved

samples by cascade impactors (e.g., NanoMOUDI with a

lower size cutoff of 10 nm), which require an integration

time of 3 h or more before the chemical identification by off-

line analytical techniques (Makela et al., 2001; Geller et al.,

2002; Tao et al., 2016). To obtain high time/detection

resolution and avoid potential sample contamination,

online methods based on the mass spectrometer (MS)

were developed to detect gas precursors, molecular

clusters, and nanoparticles. Although the direct online

techniques could obtain chemical information in real-time,

the measurements would be challenging in the diameter

range of 3–10 nm. It is difficult to maintain sufficient ion

concentration for the detection in MS. On one hand, particles

in this diameter range have lower ionization efficiency

compared with sub-3 nm particles/clusters. On the other

hand, 3–10 nm particles are hard to separate through

pretreatment part (e.g., aerodynamic lens) and the

diameter classification would decrease the mass

concentration. As summarized by Smith et al. (2021),

significant challenges still exist for direct techniques in

gapping the chemical composition measurement of

clusters and nanoparticles.

The aerosol composition can influence some physical

characteristics; hence it is reasonable to derive chemical

information indirectly by measuring the physical properties (e.g.,

hygroscopicity and volatility). For the 3–10 nm particles, the number

concentration is easily retrieved by the highly developed instruments,

e.g., Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). It is usually combined

with Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) to measure the particle

number size distribution. The fundamental principle of CPC enables

the linkage to physical properties, based on which we can infer the

chemical composition of atmospheric aerosol particles. Compared

with the direct measurement techniques, the indirect techniques

might not be suitable for species identification and quantification,

but could still establish clear constraints on the chemical categories

that may or may not be present (O’Dowd et al., 2002; Sakurai et al.,

2005; Kim et al., 2016). Furthermore, the indirect techniques can cover

the diameter range of 3–10 nm and provide size-resolved information

because of the high number concentration. Based on the connection

between physical properties and chemical composition, the bulk

information obtained by indirect techniques are the dominating

properties of the measured aerosol. It would be helpful to obtain

both detailed chemical compositions and comparable physical

properties by the combination of direct and indirect techniques.

Several recent reviews (Chen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021a;

Smith et al., 2021; Peng et al., 2022) have included the direct

techniques as well as modelling method in detail for

nucleation research. In this review, online measurement

techniques for detecting the chemical composition of

atmospheric clusters and sub-20 nm particles were divided

into two categories: direct techniques based on MS and

indirect techniques based on CPC and DMA. The basic

principles, application, advantages and limitations of

individual technique were discussed. We focused more on

the indirect techniques which have not been discussed in

detail in current reviews and compared the advantages and

disadvantages of direct and indirect techniques. Finally, we

proposed the outlook on the development of measurement

techniques for the chemical composition of atmospheric

clusters and sub-20 nm particles. Figure 1 summarized the

characteristics of the techniques being discussed in the

following sections.

2 Direct techniques based on mass
spectrometry

Direct techniques for chemical composition measurement

of nano cluster/particles mainly referred to MS-based

approaches. As shown in Figure 1, current direct

techniques cannot cover the whole size range from

molecular cluster to sub-20 nm particles. One class of

direct approaches could characterize molecular clusters/

particles up to ~3 nm (e.g., cluster-CIMS, (CI-)API-TOF-

MS, IMS-MS), while another (e.g., TDCIMS, NAMS, DAII-

MS), could only detect particles down to ~10 nm which was

limited by the difficulties in providing sufficient mass

concentration for chemical analysis. In the following, the

main direct techniques were reviewed based on their

detectable size ranges.
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2.1 Clusters

2.1.1 API-TOF
API-TOF consisted of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(TOF) and an atmospheric pressure interface (API)

(Junninen et al., 2010). It was capable of measuring the

naturally charged ion clusters directly without extra

ionization, which could protect the clusters from

fragmentation during ionization process (Ortega et al.,

2014). Compared with CI-API-TOF, larger clusters were

measured by API-TOF in the urban atmosphere due to

less fragmentation (Yin et al., 2021).

API-TOF was applied to measure the molecular

composition of cluster ions involving ammonia (NH3)

(Kirkby et al., 2011), amine (Almeida et al., 2013), and

biogenic oxidation organics (Riccobono et al., 2014) in

sulfuric acid-water (H2SO4-H2O) system. The results

suggested that involving the third species in ternary

nucleation, such as amine and biogenic oxidation

organics, could explain the discrepancy between the

theoretical and observed nucleation rates in the

atmosphere. Highly oxygenated molecules (HOMs) cluster

ions generated from α-pinene ozonolysis in the absence of

H2SO4 were also investigated by API-TOF, which

supplemented that ion-induced nucleation of pure organic

particles constitutes a potentially widespread source of

nanoparticles in terrestrial environments with low H2SO4

concentration (Kirkby et al., 2016). API-TOF had also been

applied for field measuring of naturally charged ions. In

forestry areas, HSO4-containing cluster ions were dominant

in the negative spectrum during daytime, whereas highly-

oxidized organic ions were more important in the negative

spectrum during night (Ehn et al., 2010; Ehn et al., 2012;

Bianchi et al., 2017). In megacities, H2SO4-amine was able to

explain the observed nucleation (Yao et al., 2018), but the

H2SO4-base cluster ions suggested that there were

insufficient amines to fully stabilize the grown H2SO4

clusters and other bases such as NH3 would play an

important role (Yin et al., 2021). The maximal mass for

ambient clusters detected by API-TOF was 1,400 Da (Bianchi

et al., 2017) and this range could be extended to 20 kDa in

laboratory studies (Renzler et al., 2017), corresponding to the

spherical equivalent diameters of ~1.5 and 3.5 nm

respectively. Currently, the field applications of API-TOF

mainly focus on forest sites, and the measurements in urban

area need to be further conducted.

2.1.2 Cluster-CIMS/CI-API-TOF
Cluster Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer

(Cluster-CIMS) was developed for detecting neutral

molecular clusters in the atmosphere (Zhao et al., 2010).

Neutral clusters were charged by the nitrate ions through

proton transfer or adduct reactions. By changing the chemical

ionization reaction time, cluster ions formed from direct

ionization and successive ion-molecule clustering processes

could be distinguished.

Cluster-CIMS was firstly applied to measure H2SO4-

containing clusters. Field measurements showed it was

capable of detecting clusters containing up to four H2SO4,

with a size up to ~1 nm (Jiang et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2011).

The detected size could be extended to ~1.5 nm during

laboratory calibrations (Zhao et al., 2010). Cluster-CIMS

was also deployed to investigate α-pinene ozonolysis

products, and the results indicated these oxidation

products could be classified into two categories,

responsible for particle nucleation and initial growth,

respectively (Zhao et al., 2013). However, the reported

Cluster-CIMS adapted a quadrupole mass analyzer, which

limited Cluster-CIMS at the unit mass resolution, hindering

it for high resolution identification.

In order to detect neutral compounds, a designed CI

source was integrated with API-TOF, transforming API-

TOF to CI-API-TOF (Jokinen et al., 2012). In the CI

source, reagent ions were generated by exposing to either

a radiation source (Jokinen et al., 2012), an X-ray source

(Massoli et al., 2018) or a corona discharge (Kürten et al.,

2011), and then the neutral compounds were charged via

proton transfer or addition reactions with resulted reagent

ions in the reactor with different pressure.

In the laboratory experiments, CI-API-TOF was

deployed to illustrate the molecular composition of neutral

clusters such as (H2SO4)n (Jokinen et al., 2012), H2SO4-

amine (Kürten et al., 2014; Lehtipalo et al., 2016), HNO3-

NH3 (Wang M. et al., 2020) and iodine oxoacids (He et al.,

2021), revealing the fundamental processes involved in

nucleation and growth under atmospherically relevant

conditions. CI-API-TOF has also been deployed in field

measurements to detect neutral clusters involving H2SO4

and amine (Yao et al., 2018), dicarboxylic acids (Fang

et al., 2020) and iodine oxoacids (Sipilä et al., 2016),

which has been proved to be crucial for nucleation at

megacities, rural and coastal area, respectively. The

maximal mass for ambient clusters detected by CI-API-

TOF was 2,200 Da (Sipilä et al., 2016), with spherical

equivalent diameter being ~1.2 nm. However, the

conformation of neutral clusters would be changed during

the chemical ionization, which further increases the difficulty

for molecular identification of clusters.

2.1.3 IMS-MS
Ion Mobility Spectrometer coupled to a Mass

Spectrometer (IMS-MS) could provide the simultaneous

measurement of mobility and mass to charge ratio of

cluster ions (May and McLean, 2015). Because the mobility

was associated with the cluster ions structures, IMS-MS was

thus applied to structural characterization and
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conformational dynamics for cluster ions (Lanucara et al.,

2014). Drift time ion mobility spectrometry (DTIMS)

(McDaniel et al., 1962) and field-asymmetric ion mobility

spectrometry (FAIMS) (Purves and Guevremont, 1999) were

the mainstream techniques applied in atmospheric field.

DTIMS adopted a drift tube to separate cluster ions. It was

applied to demonstrate the chemical and structural

characteristics of organic species in the gas and particulate

phases and separate isomers produced from different chemical

pathways (Krechmer et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Zhang

et al., 2019). The ambient results of IMS-MS showed good

consistency with laboratory spectra obtained from single-

component carboxylic acids and multicomponent mixtures

of isoprene and monoterpene oxidation products with the

maximal mobility diameter of these ambient compounds

reaching at ~1.5 nm (Krechmer et al., 2016).

The ion mobility measurement device adopted by FAIMS

was constructed of two electrodes, between which an electric field

and drift gas were perpendicularly established to separate the

ions (Purves and Guevremont, 1999). DMA coupled to a mass

spectrometer (DMA-MS) is a typical prototype of FAIMS (Rus

et al., 2010). Charged clusters can be produced by electrospray

(Hogan and Fernandez de la Mora, 2009), secondary electrospray

ionization (Amo-Gonzalez and Fernandez de la Mora, 2017) or

exposing to a radiation source (Viitanen et al., 2010). The

resulted cluster ions are drawn electrostatically into a DMA

with high resolution, then cluster ions with a specific mobility

are selected and detected by the coupling MS.

Currently, DMA-MS was applied to mobility and mass

analysis of nanoparticles (Hogan and Fernandez de la Mora,

2009, 2010; Hogan et al., 2011; Criado-Hidalgo et al., 2013) and

established their mobility-volume relationship based on

measurements (Larriba et al., 2011). Atmospheric relevant

clusters such as iodide salt (Oberreit et al., 2014; Oberreit

et al., 2015), dimethylamine-sulfuric acid (Ouyang et al., 2015;

Thomas et al., 2016) and hybrid iodine pentoxide-iodic acid

(Ahonen et al., 2019) were investigated by DMA-MS and their

physicochemical properties such as density, thermostability,

extent of hydration and organic vapors uptake ability were

illustrated. Compared with previous techniques such as API-

TOF/CI-API-TOF, DMA-MS could obtain the mobility and

chemical composition at the same time. Mobility can be

further converted to collision cross sections (CCS) via the

Mason-Schamp equation (Mason and Schamp, 1958). CCS is

TABLE 2 The direct techniques used in measurements of cluster chemical composition.

Techniques Size upper limit Chemical composition References

API-TOF

~1.5 nm
(H2SO4)0−5(amine)0−2(NH3)0−4HSO4

− Yin et al. (2021)

(H2SO4)0-3(HOMs)HSO4
− Bianchi et al. (2017)

~3.5 nm

(H2SO4)0-9(NH3)0−16HSO4
− Kirkby et al. (2011)

(H2SO4)0-10(DMA)0−10HSO4
− Almeida et al. (2013)

(H2SO4)0-2(HOMs)HSO4
− Riccobono et al. (2014)

(HOMs)1-5NO3
−, (HOMs)NH4

+ Kirkby et al. (2016)

Cluster CIMS

~1 nm
(H2SO4)0-4HSO4

− Zhao et al. (2010)

(H2SO4)x(amine)y
a Zhao et al. (2011)

~1.5 nm
(H2SO4)x(amine)y

a Jen et al. (2016)

(HOMs)(HNO3)0-1NO3
− Zhao et al. (2013)

CI-API-TOF

~1.2 nm

(H2SO4)2-3(DMA)1−2HSO4
− Yao et al. (2018)

(H2SO4)x(DMA)y(Diacid)z
a Fang et al. (2020)

(I2O5)0-5(HIO3)0-1IO3
− Sipilä et al. (2016)

~3.5 nm

(H2SO4)1-4 Jokinen et al. (2012)

(H2SO4)0-14(DMA)0−16HSO4
− Kürten et al. (2014)

(HNO3)x(NH3)y
a Wang et al. (2020b)

(I2O5)5(I2O4)0-2(HIO3)0-1IO3
− He et al. (2021)

IMS-MS

~1.5 nm (HOMs)(HNO3)0-1NO3
− Krechmer et al. (2016)

~8.5 nm

(I2O5)0−7(HIO3)0-1(IO1-3)
− Ahonen et al. (2019)

(H2SO4)5-12(DMA)4-8HSO4
− Thomas et al. (2016)

(NaCl)1-13(Na
+)1-3, (NaCl)1-13Cl

− Li and Hogan (2017)

aThe number of molecules is not clear.
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closely related to ion size and structure. Combined with quantum

chemical calculations and ion mobility modeling, the exact

structure of identified cluster ions could be determined

(Bianco et al., 2022). Such methods could be utilized to bridge

the gap between cluster size, chemical composition and structure.

DMA-MS is a typical newly developed instrument that can

perform simultaneous measurement of physical and chemical

properties. It is promising to study the physicochemical

properties of atmospheric clusters and the formation

mechanism of particle nucleation and initial growth. However,

in order to obtain the high resolution, a supercritical laminar

sheath flow is required which complexes the sheath flow

circulation system. Therefore, the application of DMA-MS still

focused on laboratory experiments with the maximal mobility

diameter of detected cluster ions reaching at ~8.5 nm (Smith

et al., 2021). A more robust system is necessary for the field

application.

For the aforementioned cluster measurement techniques, the

maximal size of clusters detected in field is smaller than that in

laboratory experiments. This is primarily resulted from the

insufficient number of clusters. On one hand, the number of

ambient clusters would decrease as the size increasing. On the

other hand, the diffusion loss and fragmentation in sampling and

detection system would further make ambient clusters

undetectable. Reducing the sampling loss and tuning MS

properly may improve size upper limit. The direct techniques

that currently have been used in nucleation studies are

summarized in Table 2.

2.2 Sub-20nm particles

MS-based techniques, such as Aerosol Mass Spectrometry

(AMS) (Jayne et al., 2000), have also been widely used for

atmospheric nanoparticles. However, AMS was not able to

measure aerosol particles smaller than 50 nm due to the low

transmission efficiency in the aerodynamic lens. For the sub-

20 nm particles, the concentration enrichment system was

thought to be necessary for the pretreatment of aerosol

samples required for MS analyses. In the following, the

techniques for measuring the chemical composition of sub-

20 nm particles were reviewed.

2.2.1 TDCIMS
Thermal Desorption Chemical Ionization Mass

Spectrometer (TDCIMS) can measure the size-resolved

chemical composition of particles (Voisin et al., 2003; Smith

et al., 2004; Perraud et al., 2020). The particles were pre-charged

by unipolar particle charger and the electrical mobility-based size

separation was achieved by DMA. Normally, several DMAs were

used in parallel to multiply the sampling flow rates and thus to

increase the sample amount. Additionally, the high voltage

biased filament was used to accumulate charged particles by

electrostatic deposition. It usually takes 5–10 min for sample

collection in lab experiments, while a longer time (10–30 min)

was needed for ambient measurements. After sufficient particles

(usually 1–10 pg) were accumulated, the sample was transferred

into a desorption region and a CIMS was used to conduct the

chemical analysis. Up to now, the smallest detectable diameter of

TDCIMS was extended down to 5 nm with a novel design of inlet

(Perraud et al., 2020), and this diameter was limited by the small

mass (0.16 ng) and the rapid decreasing charging efficiency with

decreased diameter, e.g., smaller than 10% for 5 nm particles

(Perraud et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021b).

Field measurements conducted in Boulder, United States

demonstrated that sub-20 nm particles were composed

primarily of ammonium sulfate (Smith et al., 2004). Smith

et al. (2005) firstly applied TDCIMS to study the size-resolved

atmospheric nanoparticles, then this technique was deployed in

various atmospheric environments (e.g., forest site, urban site) to

obtain size-resolved chemical information (Smith et al., 2010).

These field measurements showed that ammonium salts

contribute significantly to nanoparticle growth and must be

accounted for in models to accurately predict the impact of

new particle formation on climate. The results in the boreal forest

indicated that alkylamines were likely important drivers of NPF

(Lawler et al., 2018), whereas the sea-salt component was

observed in a remote coastal site (Lawler et al., 2014). The

results in urban Beijing indicated the ultrafine particles (Li

et al., 2021b) and the newly formed 8–40 nm particles (Li

et al., 2022) are mainly composed of organics, with more

nitrogen-containing and sulfur-containing compounds than

that at the forest and marine sites.

The ion drift (ID) tube was attempted to couple with TD-CIMS,

aiming at controlling ion-molecule reaction time (Zhang et al.,

2009). The results suggested that the initial growth most likely

occurs by condensation of sulfuric acid and water. But this method

has not been reported to measure size-resolved chemical

composition. Thermal Desorption Differential Mobility Analyzer

(TD-DMA) is a similar technique as TDCIMS. Particles are selected

by DMA and collected on a filament by electrostatic precipitation

(Wagner et al., 2018). It was used to analyze the chemical

composition of size-resolved particles in the diameter range of

10–30 nm. Kreisberg et al. (2018) developed a NanoCharger

consisting of a bipolar ion source and water-based condensation-

evaporation system, which provided ~40-fold enhancement for the

total charged particles with a possibility of additional ion peaks.

2.2.2 NAMS
Wang et al. (2006) described a nano aerosol mass spectrometer

(NAMS) for real-time characterization of individual airborne

nanoparticles. The device was composed of an aerodynamic inlet,

quadrupole ion guide, quadrupole ion trap, and time-of-flight mass

analyzer. Relative to classical AMS, NAMS employed new design of

aerodynamic inlet (lens aperture, capillary and critical orifice), which

focus more on particles below 50 nm. The nanoparticles could be
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transported to the ionization region more efficiently and captured

more stably. Then they could be ionized by the laser pulse completely

and more ions could be generated for a certain amount of particulate

matter (Johnston et al., 2006). Thus, NAMS can be used to measure

the chemical composition of particles in smaller diameter range

compared to AMS. However, the size limitation was restricted to

7 nm in the lab and 18 nm in the field due to the insufficient mass

concentration be sampled, which is related with low transmission

efficiency in the aerodynamic lens (Wang and Johnston, 2006; Bzdek

et al., 2012; Bzdek et al., 2014). The biggest drawback of NAMS is that

it can only obtain elemental data by complete fragmentation. The

molecular composition, especially organic species, is difficult to

determine.

NAMS was deployed to measure the composition of

nanoparticles during NPF events in both coastal and

urban sites (Bzdek et al., 2012). The results showed that

sulfate constituted a substantial fraction of total particle

mass. An optimized field adjusting lens (FAL) design had

been incorporated into the NAMS and increased the particle

analysis rate by over an order of magnitude (Ross

Pennington and Johnston, 2012). Except the exploration

and application of single NAMS, the combination with

other meaningful instruments may provide more complete

information of chemical composition. Bzdek et al. (2014)

provided the collocated molecular composition

measurement in rural/coastal environments by deriving

molecular species from TDCIMS measurements and

E-AIM model. The combination of elemental and

molecular measurements permits determination of the key

molecular components contributing to nanoparticle growth,

the quantitative contribution of each molecular component

to growth, and more precise determination of the elemental

ratios necessary to describe carbonaceous matter (Bzdek

et al., 2014).

2.2.3 DAII-MS
TD-CIMS and NAMS both have the defect that the smallest

detectable size depends on the sample mass. Furthermore, the long

collection time of sub-20 nm particles (7–20 nm in field

measurements) hinders the high time resolution measurement.

Droplet Assisted Inlet Ionization Mass Spectrometry (DAII-MS) is

a potential onlinemethod formonitoring sub-20 nm aerosols without

sample pretreatment. The mechanism of DAII is to first make the

nano-aerosol hygroscopically grow to form droplets (3–5 μm) in the

condensation growth tube (CGC). These droplets break down and the

solvent evaporates to form ions through rapid heating after entering

DAII. The production ions are then detected by the coupling MS

(Apsokardu et al., 2020).

DAII-MS can be combined with aerosol dynamics concentrator

to improve the number concentration of collected samples, which

increased the outlet number concentration by more than a factor of

7 and the corresponding signal intensity of MS (Saarikoski et al.,

2019). An increase in DAII-MS temperature can enhance the

ionization efficiency and further lower the detection limit (Horan

et al., 2017). In the laboratory, Polypropylene glycol (PPG) aerosols

down to 13 nm and cortisone aerosols (29–76 nm) were successfully

measured (Horan et al., 2017; Kerecman et al., 2021). Studies on

secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) produced from α-pinene

TABLE 3 The relationship between the physical properties and chemical compositions.

Physical
properties

Instruments Key
parameters

Relationship to chemical
composition

References

Hygroscopicity
H-TDMA HGF

Hygroscopic parameter κ or hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) is
used to describe the hygroscopicity of particles quantificationally,
which could be used to retrieve mass or volume fraction of organic
or inorganic species.

Hameri et al. (2001); Sakurai et al.
(2005); Keskinen et al. (2013)

nano-CCNC κ Wang et al. (2015)

Volatility V-TDMA SF
The volatility of particles could be represented by shrink factor
(SF). The specific chemical components would be evaporated at
predefined temperatures and result in different SF.

Sakurai et al. (2005)

Affinity to solvent

O-TDMA η/EGF

Aerosol in different types would naturally exhibit different
deliquescence saturation ratios, then produce different ethanol
growth factors (EGF) and ethanol affinity (η) for a given organic
solvent (e.g., ethanol).

Vaattovaara et al. (2005); Vaattovaara
et al. (2006); Keskinen et al. (2013)

PHA-CPC pulse height
spectra

The species that have different affinity to working fluid illustrate
significantly differing PHA-spectral responses for the same particle
size.

O’Dowd et al. (2002); O’Dowd et al.
(2004)

(nano-)CPCB Nwater/Nalcohol

The concentration ratio (Nwater/Nalcohol) could reflect the affinity
between particles and CPC working fluid. If the measured ratio is
larger than 1, the particles are assumed containing more soluble
inorganic salts.

Kulmala et al. (2007)
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ozonolysis indicated that its chemical composition was affected by

particle sizes (Kerecman et al., 2021). Currently, DAII-MS has only

been tested in the laboratory. The experimental results indicated that

the signal intensity ratio of DAII-MS scales more closely with the

number concentration compared to mass concentration (Kerecman

et al., 2021), which was in favor of small particle detection. This

technology has shown potential for the component analysis of

particles down to ~10 nm.

3 Indirect techniques based on
physical properties

Although mass spectrometry is a useful tool to detect the

chemical composition, it remains a challenge to perform

direct measurement for sub-10 nm particles due to

insufficient sample amount for subsequent chemical

analysis. On the other hand, physical properties are

closely associated with chemistry, which provides an

alternative way to retrieve the aerosol chemical

composition. As shown in Table 3, the relationship

between the physical properties and the chemical

composition are summarized.

CPC is a highly developed instrument to measure the particle

number concentration above a certain diameter. The detailed

construction of CPC and the underlying thermodynamic

principles can be found elsewhere (Kangasluoma and Attoui,

2019, and references therein). Figure 2A illustrates the evolution

of target nanoparticles inside the CPC. The key parameter

representing the performance of a given CPC is the counting

efficiency curve, or just simply referred as cut-off diameter (D50),

which is defined as the particle diameter at which the counting

efficiency is 50%. The ideal counting efficiency curve should be a

step function, while the particle diffusion loss and the non-

uniform S distribution result in a size-dependent activation

fraction. It should be noted that the counting efficiency curve

is expected to be insensitive to chemical composition for accurate

particle number counting in nucleation research, whereas the

discrepancy between different compounds is a useful indicator

for inferring chemical features. For particles of different chemical

compositions, they may perform differently in the same CPC as

shown in Figure 2B. Furthermore, the hygroscopic particles have

smaller D50 than hydrophobic particles in water-based CPC, and

the opposite phenomenon may present in butanol-based CPC.

In theory, the major features of CPC, such as final droplet

size, cut-off diameter, and counting efficiency curve et al., are

all associated with the aerosol chemical properties. Therefore,

it is reasonable to infer the chemical information based on the

fundamentals behind CPC. In addition, the DMA is

commonly utilized to get monodisperse particles for the

size-resolved analysis. While used in tandem, the

diameter difference between two DMAs (before and after

the aerosol process module) could be related to the

chemical composition of particles. The relevant techniques

are illustrated in Figure 3.

3.1 PHA-CPC

Nanometer particles could be activated to droplets in a

near-uniform size by CPC. However, the final droplet size

would vary with the initial size and chemical composition of

aerosol particles in sub-10 nm diameter range. When the

particles of the same size have a good affinity with the

working fluid vapor, they grow already at the saturator

part by absorbing the working fluid vapor, resulting in a

larger final droplet. This phenomenon provides the

possibility of inferring chemical composition via the

observed final diameter.

Saros et al. (1996) build a Pulse-Height Analyzer CPC

(PHA-CPC) to obtain final size information which was

detected by the optical counter and transferred from the

pulse height signals. In an attempt to yield a symmetric

and smoothly varying pulse height response curve, the 90°

scattering laser light system in the commercial CPCs had to be

replaced with a forward scattering white light source optical

system to overcome the Mie multiple scattering response

effects, and the signal-processing electronics were modified

to increase pulse amplification gain (Marti et al., 1996; Dick

FIGURE 2
(A) Schematic of condensation growth of nanoparticles
inside CPC, (B) Schematic of counting efficiency curves of
different chemicals for water-based CPC.
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et al., 2000; O’Dowd et al., 2004). A systemic laboratory

calibration was needed to establish the relationship between

pulse height and chemical composition. As shown in

Figure 3B, the chemical composition of 5 nm particles was

a function of the channel number (PHA response). Since the

organic particles (such as cis-pinonic acid and malonic acid)

were more soluble in butanol, the final droplet sizes were

significantly larger than that of inorganic particles like

ammonium sulfate (O’Dowd et al., 2004).

A butanol-based PHA-CPC was deployed at the Hyytiälä

site (O’Dowd et al., 2002; O’Dowd et al., 2004). The results

agreed well with the PHA-spectra derived from laboratory

generated pinic acid and cis-pinonic acid, indicating that the

NPF event over forests is mainly driven by the biogenic

condensable organic vapors. Similarly, the measurements

conducted in the marine area suggested iodine oxides was

the dominating species of newly-formed particles in the

diameter range of 3–4 nm, while the oxidation production

of isoprene, seemed to be responsible for the subsequent

growth (Vaattovaara et al., 2006). CI-API-TOF also detect

iodine and provide molecular-scale evidence of the aerosol

particle formation via sequential addition of HIO3 (Sipilä

et al., 2016). The results from TDCIMS did not detect I−, but

showed that the chemical composition of particles down to

15 nm was dominated by sea-salt components in the marine

area (Lawler et al., 2014). Combination of PHA-CPC and the

direct techniques (e.g., CI-API-TOF, TDCIMS) may deepen

the understanding of nucleation and subsequent growth.

Compared to direct techniques for particle analysis, PHA-

CPC has no dependence on mass concentration of samples.

The most important data obtained by PHA-CPC is pulse

height, which is related to particle number concentration.

Its work principle and the particle number size distribution in

atmosphere make it suitable for the 3–10 nm particle

measurement. However, it should be noticed that the PHA-

CPC could only provide information of aerosol chemical

species, which is significantly influenced by the laboratory

calibration kernels. In other word, PHA-CPC cannot

distinguish the chemical species that have similar pulse

height spectra.

3.2 CPC battery

For a CPC with a certain operation condition, the inside

supersaturation distribution is identical. But the activation

FIGURE 3
Schematic of indirect methods to infer particle chemical composition. (A) CPCB, (B) PHA-CPC, (C) Nano-CCNC, (D) Nano-H(V)-TDMA. The
presented data were adopted from literatures (O’Dowd et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2015).
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probability would vary according to the different affinities

between the working fluid and particle composition

(Hermann et al., 2007). In other words, the detected particle

number concentration might be different, even using CPCs with

the same D50 but different working fluids (Hering et al., 2005;

Wlasits et al., 2020). This discrepancy could reflect the affinity of

particles to the working fluid. Kulmala et al. (2007) proposed the

concept of Condensation Particle Counter Battery (CPCB),

composed of two pairs of CPCs (a pair of normal CPCs and a

pair of ultrafine CPCs) with different working fluids (water and

butanol). By altering the temperature difference of different

CPCs, the two pairs of CPCs were adjusted to the same D50

(3 and 11 nm respectively) corresponding to Ag particles, which

showed affinity neither to water nor butanol. The chemical

species could be recognized to be hydrophilic or hydrophobic

depending on the concentration ratio between water-based CPC

and butanol-based CPC (Figure 3A).

CPCB has been successfully applied in the field

measurements. And the existence of water-soluble organics in

the initial and further growth steps could explain the hygroscopic

performance of near 3 nm aerosols. The observations in the

forest site found that the newly formed particles of 3 and

11 nm were soluble which could be pointed to the

involvement of sulfuric acid during the early particle

formation and growth processes (Kulmala et al., 2007;

Riipinen et al., 2009). In addition, to extend the size down to

sub-3 nm, a nano-CPCB consisting of four ultrafine CPCs was

assembled and characterized by different types of aerosols

(Kangasluoma et al., 2014). But it has not been used in

nucleation research yet.

Unlike the afore introduced direct techniques, which are

usually hampered by the minuscule amounts of mass, CPCB

makes use of the number concentration (Kulmala et al., 2007).

For particles in unknown composition, CPCB may provide

additional information such as the affinity to one or the other

working liquid. Furthermore, CPCB takes advantage of D50 with

no need of DMA classification. However, the D50 is easily shifted

and frequent calibration is thus required during the long-term

measurements. For example, cut-off diameters of the water CPCs

in CPCB shifted approximately 0.5 and 1.5 nm for UWCPC and

WCPC in around a month, respectively.

3.3 Nano-CCNC

Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) proposed a single

hygroscopicity parameter κ to describe the relationship

between particle dry diameter and CCN activity. A lot of

measurements showed the linear relationship between κ and

chemical composition, which was simply parameterized as a

function of organic mass fraction (forg) (Dusek et al., 2010;

Gunthe et al., 2011; Vogel et al., 2016). This established the

fundamental for estimating forg with κ measured by CCN

counter. But the CCN measurements were mostly focused on

the particle activation sizes above ~30 nm due to the low

supersaturation (S ~1%). Water-based CPCs have a similar

principle to CCNC but much higher S, which promises its

capacity to measure the hygroscopicity κ and infer the

chemical composition of sub-10 nm particles.

Wang et al. (2015) extended the use of counting efficiency

spectra from a nano water-based CPC and link it to the analysis of

CCN activation spectra, which provided a theoretical basis for the

application of a scanning supersaturation CPC (SS-CPC) as a nano-

CCNC. The scanning of supersaturation was done by the variation

of temperature difference inside CPC. Particles in different chemical

compositions had distinguishable differences in counting efficiency

(Figure 3C). The validation of nano-CCNC was done by measuring

κ values of ammonium sulfate (AS), sucrose, and their mixtures. A

near-linear relationship between hygroscopicity parameter κ and

mass fraction of organics was established for nanoparticles down to

2.5 nm.

Besides, nano-CCNC utilized the whole counting efficiency

curve compared to CCNC, which only relied on the D50. In

summary, the nano-CCNC could give semi-quantitative results

compared to PHA-CPC and CPCB, by resolving the mass

fraction of organics and inorganics. Based on the linear equation

established from lab experiments, it could be used to retrieve the

organic fraction during the subsequent growth of newly formed

particles. This would be helpful for gapping the understanding of

clusters and larger particles. However, it has not been applied to field

measurement due to the time cost for the change/scan of

supersaturation by altering the temperature difference. The faster

response of S variation could be achieved by scanning sample flow of

nano-CCNC, which might be more suitable for the field

measurements to study hygroscopicity and chemical composition

of 3–10 nm atmospheric particles.

3.4 Tandem DMA

TDMA is another widely used technique to measure physical

properties. In general, a humidifier or a heater was set between two

DMAs, which were known as H-TDMA or V-TDMA, respectively.

The diameter difference between the two DMAs reflected the

hygroscopic or volatile property of aerosol particles (Figure 3D).

For H-TDMA, growth factor (gf), the ratio of wet diameter after

humidifier and dry diameter, is used to describe the hygroscopicity.

When the measured hygroscopicity is compared to typical organic

or inorganic species, this value could be used to infer the

composition of particles.

An ultrafine H-TDMAwas applied tomeasure 10 nm, 15 and

20 nm nucleation mode particles in the Hyytiälä station (Hameri

et al., 2001), and the results indicated that the soluble fraction of

these particles seemed to qualitatively correlate with the presence

of sulfuric acid and monoterpene oxidation products. Ambient

measurement with nano H(V)-TDMA in urban Atlanta (Sakurai
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et al., 2005) showed that the newly formed 4–10 nm

nanoparticles had similar hygroscopicity and volatility to

laboratory-generated ammonium sulfate particles, which was

consistent with the TDCIMS measurement. The

hygroscopicity parameter (κ) of nucleated nanoparticles in

CLOUD chamber was investigated by a nano-HTDMA (Kim

et al., 2016). The values of κ for sulfuric acid-dimethylamine and

sulfuric acid were 0.61 ± 0.02 and 0.64 ± 0.02 respectively. The

obtained κ values of particles in the presence of organics were

much smaller, suggesting that the ozonolysis products of α-
pinene play a significant role in particle growth (Kim et al.,

2016). Besides water humidification, organic vapor, such as

ethanol, had also been used to study the affinity between

particles and organics. Keskinen et al. (2013) deployed

H-TDMA and O-TDMA (organic TDMA) to investigate the

hygroscopicity and ethanol affinity of particles. The organic

volume fraction derived from H-TDMA is 0.8–0.9 for 63 nm

particles, which showed a consistence with that of 65 nm

measured by AMS. So, the (nano-)TDMA could be a

meaningful supplement for the measurement of chemical

composition in a wide range (larger than 4 nm).

The TDMA measurements could provide size-resolved

information naturally. The performance was not dependent on the

sample mass, just like the aforementioned indirect techniques.

However, the number concentration of selected nanoparticles

decreased significantly with decreasing particle size, due to the low

charge probability and the low transmission efficiency of tandem

DMA classification. And this restricted the application of nano-

TDMA in field measurements.

4 Discussion

We reviewed the online measurement methods and their

field applications for the chemical composition of atmospheric

clusters and sub-20 nm particles. The MS-based techniques can

obtain chemical composition at a molecular level for clusters and

larger particles. For atmospheric clusters, there are only direct

techniques for the measurement of chemical composition and

these techniques are able to detect particles up to ~3 nm

currently. For sub-20 nm particles, although the MS-based

techniques could directly give quantitative chemical

information, they are not suitable for the diameter range of

sub-10 nm particles, because the pretreatment processes would

result in insufficient mass concentration for MS analysis. The

highly developed CPC and DMA could measure particle physical

properties and infer chemical features afterward. Compared to

the direct techniques, the performance of indirect techniques is

not depending on sample mass and could make use of the high

number concentration of sub-10 nm particles. These indirect

techniques have been applied in the size range of 3–10 nm and

strengthen our understanding of the nucleation and growth

processes of aerosol particles. However, they could only give

qualitative information about aerosol composition, e.g. mass/

volume fraction of organics.

Although both the direct and indirect techniques could give

import information of chemical composition, there is no perfect

tool/instrument to cover the whole range of atmosphere clusters and

sub-20 nm particles. The techniques for the investigation of

chemical composition need further studies. We propose the

following outlooks of measurement techniques that can help

improving our understanding of nucleation and subsequent

growth processes:

1. Although the aforeintroduced techniques are mainly

applied in different size range, the combination is still

necessary to provide more details of the chemical

composition. For example, the parallel measurements of nano

H(V)-TDMA and TDCIMS suggested the sub-20 nm particles

were mostly composed of ammoniated sulfates in urban Atlanta

(Sakurai et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005). Therefore, more

comparisons between different techniques, especially direct

and indirect approaches in the overlap diameter range, would

be encouraged to give a more comprehensive picture of aerosol

chemistry.

2. Currently, several techniques have only been tested in the

lab due to the insufficient sample mass or slow time response

(e.g., Nano CCNC). We propose that new assistant modules (e.g.,

pretreatment devices like NanoCharger) or upgraded techniques

(such as fast scanning supersaturation counter), may be helpful

to expand the application of these techniques to the field

measurements.

3. More promising instruments or methodologies are needed

to broaden the scope of future nucleation study. For example,

DMA-MS could simultaneously measure the mobility and

chemical composition. These measurement results could be

combined with computational modeling, such as quantum

chemical calculations, ion mobility modeling and atmospheric

cluster dynamics code, providing reliable structures and

candidate growth processes of clusters. A more comprehensive

understanding of the nanoparticle revolutions in the atmosphere

can be obtained with the methodologies combining

measurement and simulation.
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Appendix 1: List of abbreviations

CPC Condensation particle counter

DMA Differential mobility analyzer

MS Mass spectrometer

Cluster-CIMS Cluster chemical ionization mass spectrometer

API-TOF Atmospheric-pressure-interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer

CI-API-TOF Chemical ionization atmospheric-pressure-interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer

IMS-MS Ion mobility spectrometer-mass spectrometer

TDCIMS Thermal desorption chemical ionization mass spectrometer

NAMS Nano aerosol mass spectrometer

DAII Droplet assisted inlet ionization

PHA-CPC Pulse-height analyzer CPC

CPCB Condensation particle counter battery

nano-CCNC nano cloud condensation nuclei counter

TDMA Tandem DMA

nano H(V)-TDMA nano Hygroscopicity (Volatility)-TDMA
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